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ABSTRACT 

Requirements are the foundation of a software system. It is expected to be 

clear, precise, and non-ambiguous. Ambiguous requirements are the results of 

requirements that are gathered in natural language. Natural language is normally used 

while gathering requirements in verbal or non-verbal because it is easier for software 

engineers and stakeholders to understand each other. Vague requirements often stem 

from vague words in the requirements. A requirement that consists of a vague word 

depends on the individual interpretation and this will cause the requirements to be 

ambiguous. Vagueness is part of the ambiguity. This could lead to a wrong 

interpretation of what the system should be and should do. As requirements 

engineering is a crucial phase in software development, it is important to tackle the 

issue of vagueness to avoid the requirements to be ambiguous. This research proposes 

an approach known as Knowledge-based Requirements Analysis for Ambiguity 

Detection (KbReAD) that provides automatic detection of vague words in 

requirements using the rule-based reasoning technique which is a specific type of 

knowledge base. The knowledge base allows analysis of a large amount of data to be 

done in a small amount of time. It also does not depend on previous experience like 

how machine learning works. The knowledge base is also high in reliability. The initial 

expert knowledge for vagueness is captured using the rule-based technique into the 

KbReAD prototype tool that allows new knowledge to be added dynamically. From 

this knowledge, vagueness can be divided into six categories; vague subjects, vague 

adjectives, vague prepositions, vague verbs, vague phrases, and vague adverbs. Sets 

of raw requirements that are yet to be documented in Software Requirement 

Specification (SRS) are analyzed to evaluate the rule-based reasoning. The result from 

the analysis shows the proposed work is capable of predicting the actual number of 

vague requirements. The evaluation shows that the proposed approach is able to 

predict and detect vague words in the requirements accurately.  
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ABSTRAK 

Keperluan ialah asas sistem perisian. Secara ideal, keperluan seharusnya jelas, 

tepat, dan tidak samar. Keperluan samar ialah hasil daripada keperluan yang 

dikumpulkan dalam penggunaan bahasa seharian. Bahasa seharian digunakan semasa 

pengumpulan keperluan sama ada secara lisan atau bukan lisan kerana ia lebih mudah 

untuk difahami. Keperluan yang samar sering terjadi daripada perkataan yang tidak 

jelas. Keperluan terdiri daripada perkataan yang tidak jelas bergantung kepada 

penafsiran individu dan ini akan menyebabkan berlakunya kekaburan. Ketidakpastian 

adalah sebahagian daripada kekaburan. Kesan daripada ini menyebabkan penafsiran 

yang salah mengenai apa yang seharusnya dilakukan oleh sistem. Oleh kerana 

kejuruteraan keperluan adalah fasa penting dalam perisian, masalah kekaburan perlu 

ditangani bagi mengelakkan keperluan menjadi samar. Penyelidikan ini 

mencadangkan pendekatan Analisis Keperluan Berasaskan Pengetahuan untuk 

Pengesanan Kekaburan (KbReAD).  Pendekatan ini memberikan pengesanan 

automatik bagi kumpulan perkataan yang kabur dalam keperluan menggunakan teknik 

penaakulan berdasarkan peraturan yang merupakan sejenis teknik khusus bagi 

pangkalan pengetahuan. Pangkalan pengetahuan membolehkan banyak data dapat 

dianalisis dalam masa yang singkat. Ia tidak bergantung pada kaedah sebelumnya 

seperti pembelajaran mesin berfungsi. Pengetahuan awal ditambah menggunakan 

teknik berasaskan peraturan ke dalam alat prototaip KbReAD yang membolehkan 

pengetahuan baru ditambah secara dinamik. Dari pengetahuan ini, kekaburan dapat 

dibahagi kepada enam kategori; subjek yang samar, kata sifat yang tidak jelas, kata 

depan yang tidak jelas, kata kerja yang tidak jelas, frasa yang tidak jelas, dan kata 

keterangan yang tidak jelas. Set keperluan asal yang belum didokumentasikan dalam 

Spesifikasi Keperluan Perisian (SRS) dianalisis untuk menilai penaakulan berdasarkan 

peraturan. Hasil daripada analisis menunjukkan karya yang dicadang mampu 

meramalkan jumlah keperluan samar. Penilaian menunjukkan pendekatan yang 

dicadang dapat meramalkan dan mengesan perkataan yang kabur dalam keperluan 

dengan tepat. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

The usage of computers has grown exponentially over the past two decades, 

from simple to complex software. Thus, software engineers have been chosen to 

resolve progressively bigger and larger issues as well as savvy and productive ways. 

The developments and past encounters towards creating a good quality of software are 

partly responsible for the rise of the software engineering discipline (Mall, 2014). 

According to Sommerville (2011), software engineering is an engineering discipline 

that is interested in all the aspect of software production. 

It is imperative to go through a series of formulaic steps to attain a high-quality 

result in delivering software for clients (Pressman, 2005); In software engineering, it 

is called the software process. Software process involves four basic activities that 

include (Sommerville, 2011) Specification, Development, Validation, and Evolution. 

"Requirements engineering is concerned with discovering, eliciting, 

developing, analyzing, determining verification methods, validating, communicating, 

documenting, and managing requirements" (ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2011, 2011). 

Requirements engineering can be divided into six phases which include the feasibility 

study, acquisition of requirements, analyzing the requirements, categorizing the 

requirements, managing the requirements, and finally documenting the requirements 

(Sankhwar et al., 2014). According to the international standard of IEEE 

ISO/IEC/IEEE (2011), a requirement is a form of a report that transcribes a necessity 

and its related limitations and conditions. 
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A study by Johnson (2000) through CHAOS report demonstrates that half of 

the influences associated with project and product success are related to requirements. 

This means that when conducting requirements engineering activities, it is expected to 

produce error-free requirements. However, Pandey et al. (2010) reveal that it is 

difficult to maintain an accurate set of requirements in a large or complex system. In 

addition, Malik et al. (2013) state that requirements keep on changing throughout the 

development. Parra et al. (2015) indicate that the quality of the requirements could 

cause an error while developing the project. 

Meziane and Vadera (2010) state that a number of researchers adopt Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) techniques in order to improve the software development activities 

and that there is huge potential in utilizing AI for supporting and upgrading software 

engineering. A few existing works have applied AI techniques at certain phases in 

requirements such as software reliability prediction using artificial techniques by Al 

Gargoor and Saleem (2013), Usability study for creativity assistance on the interface 

of an AI system by Botega et al. (2018) and application of machine learning techniques 

for statistical analysis of software reliability data sets by Shanti et al. (2018). Hence, 

they have successfully proved its significance in enhancing the software development 

activities. 

AI as defined in the IEEE std 1232-1995 are (i) The investigation of planning 

computer system showing the attributes related with insight in human conduct 

including understanding language, learning, thinking from fragmented or dubious 

data, and taking care of issues, (ii) The order for creating computer system able to do 

breezing through the Turing Test in which the conduct of the computer system is no 

different from human conduct and (iii) The investigation of critical thinking utilizing 

computational models. By referring to the first definition of AI, this study aims to 

provide an approach that can perform an intelligent activity to solve the problem in 

requirements analysis as AI has shown a great potential to improve software 

engineering process.  
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1.2 Problem Background 

Requirements engineering is an essential action, which can influence the whole 

action of software development project (Pandey et al., 2010). Requirements lay out the 

foundation to refine and elaborate the technical work plan (Schmidt, 2016). The 

development of any software task must be founded on high-quality requirements 

designing procedure (Parra et al., 2015). Thus, requirements need to be free from error 

and ambiguity. 

Problems in requirements analysis are complicated as it needs to cope with the 

stakeholders needs and, at the same time, it needs to cope with the designers need 

(Macaulay, 2012). If new insights are added to the project, there is a high probability 

that the requirements need to be revised or changed accordingly (Vara et al., 2013). 
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There are several issues associated with requirements engineering phase 

throughout the process of software development. The issues can be summarized as 

shown below (Meziane and Vadera, 2010): 

(a) Requirements are ambiguous: This happens due to the variety of the 

stakeholders’ background and Natural Language (NL) which the first means to 

record the requirements. Characteristically questionable and adds to the 

deficiency of requirements the same number of suspicions made on a few 

issues 

(b) Requirements are incomplete, unclear and unspecific: Some requirements are 

unclear and hard to validate 

(c) Requirements are contradicting: Struggle in requirements engineering happen 

when two unique requirements vie for the same resources or when the 

fulfillment of one requirement blocks that of another 

(d) Requirements are unstable: User needs develop after some time. It is not 

unordinary that amid the time it takes to build up a system, user requirements 

have effectively changed 

(e) There are correspondence issues between stakeholders: Correspondence with 

and seeing every one of the stakeholders is a very troublesome and challenging 

task 

(f) Requirements are hard to oversee: Traceability is the procedure of taking after 

requirements from its elicitation to usage and verification and validation. 

Connecting the diverse periods of requirements acceptance is regularly 

overlooked. Other administration issues identified with programming 

administration are task administration, programming expense, advancement 

time, assets administration and dealing with the evolving environment 
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There are six types of ambiguity as stated by Massey et al. (2014) and this 

study will only focus on vagueness as this type of ambiguity is often overlooked. On 

numerous occasions, researcher focuses on the most common ambiguity types.  Umber 

and Bajwa (2011) focused on semantic and syntactic ambiguity, Dalpiaz et al. (2019) 

aimed at semantic ambiguity while Bussel (2009), study on lexical, semantic and 

syntactic ambiguity.  One vague word in a requirement could cause the requirement to 

be ambiguous. Vagueness is a statement that admits borderline cases or relative 

interpretation (Massey et al., 2014). Firesmith (2003) indicates five types of vagueness 

that occur in requirements. First, vague subjects where the subject in the requirements 

can refer to multiple things. Second, vague adjectives. The adjectives may mean 

different things to the different readers. Third, vague preposition where user may have 

use vague nouns. Fourth, vague verbs which are more qualitative than quantitative. 

Lastly, subjective phrases where the meaning of the phrases depend on the 

understanding an individual. This study will look into depth on the issue of ambiguous 

requirements and implement AI technique to tackle this particular issue to reduce the 

vagueness in requirements. 

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Questions 

Gervasi and Zowghi (2010) mentioned that ambiguity has always been a 

challenge in requirements specification because misunderstanding or misinterpretation 

of the requirements will be carried to next stages of development. Ambiguity in 

requirements analysis can lead to several problems that influence the final product of 

the system (Nigam et al., 2012). Imprecise requirements or ambiguous requirements 

occur when software engineers collect the requirements from stakeholders and they 

unconsciously disambiguate the requirements according to their own understanding 

without really knowing that the requirements are actually ambiguous (Wang et al., 

2013). Based on the study conducted by Rani and Aggarwal (2020), ambiguities are 

one of the major problems in SRS. 
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Vagueness in requirements could create a confusing meaning to the receiving 

end. How the requirements engineer or software engineers interpret the requirements 

could be different from what the requirements intended to deliver if the requirements 

contain a vague word. When there is a vague word in a requirement, the interpretation 

of the requirement would solely depend on how the requirements engineer or the 

software engineer understand the requirements. Thus, it is better if requirements can 

be free from any vague words so that the requirements will be interpreted as how it is 

intended to. 

To steer clear from vagueness and ambiguity, Gupta and Deraman (2019) 

propose a framework to assist and support requirement engineer. The framework helps 

requirements engineer to choose the right elicitation technique in order to write 

requirements that are not vague and unambiguous. Sadiq (2017) proposed a fuzzy 

based approach to deal with vagueness and impreciseness in goal-oriented 

requirements elicitation process. The fuzzy based approach aids in prioritizing 

software requirements from the stakeholders. 

A deeper analysis is conducted to better understand vagueness in requirements 

analysis. Problems that are caused by ambiguity in requirements are also investigated 

and a thorough study on knowledge-based system is done to decide on the technique 

to be used in this study. 

Thus, the main research question for this study is “Can AI technique detect 

ambiguity in requirements?” and the sub-questions for this study are: 

(a) What are the issues related to vagueness in user requirements and the existing 

work that has been done to solve the issues? 

(b) What are the attributes of high-quality requirements? 

(c) What is the suitable KBS to improve the requirements analysis phase, and how 

can AI techniques KBS enhance the requirements analysis phase? 
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1.4 Goals and Objectives 

The main goal of this study is to develop an approach that can be used to tackle 

the issue of ambiguity in requirements especially vagueness in requirements which 

causing the requirement to be ambiguous. 

The objectives of this study are: 

(a) To develop algorithm to detect ambiguities and vagueness using the proposed 

approach 

(b) To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach through the 

development of its supporting prototype tool 

(c) To measure the effectiveness of the proposed approach in requirements 

analysis 

1.5 Scope 

This study focuses on the conventional way of requirements engineering model 

that uses incremental Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). Requirement 

engineering that implemented the iterative SDLC such as agile requirement 

engineering is only studied to look into the issue of requirements engineering as a 

whole. 
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The scopes of this study are:  

(a) Requirements engineering phase specifically the analysis phase 

(b) KBS techniques or approaches that show potential in improving requirements 

analysis 

(c) Raw requirements that have not been documented into Software 

Requirements Specification (SRS) 

(d) Functional requirements are the focus to verify the technique 

(e) Ambiguity which is limited to vagueness 

1.6 Significance of Study 

Berry and Kamties (2004) mention in their study that unidentified ambiguity is 

believed to be one of the most major factors for failure in requirements analysis. 

Firesmiths (2003) state that numerous requirements are not testable. Ambiguous 

requirements are one of the requirements that cannot be tested. An ambiguous 

requirement could cause misunderstanding during implementation phase (Genova et 

al., 2013). Apart from that, ambiguous requirements can create a totally opposite 

meaning for the same request to the very same or dissimilar stakeholders (Rani and 

Aggarwal, 2020). Therefore, it is important to eliminate the issue of ambiguity in 

requirements to ensure that the system built is according to the requirements given by 

users. 
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As there are several types of ambiguity, and this study will be focusing on 

vagueness. A vague word in a requirement could cause the requirement to be a vague 

requirement. Thus, studying in depth on the issue of vagueness and providing a 

technique to avoid such requirements to happen is important to ensure the success of 

the system or the project. 

Meziane and Vadera (2010) state that there is enormous potential in using AI 

for supporting and overhauling software engineering. Hence, it is essential to do this 

study to produce a systematic literature review and to identify the AI technique that 

can help to improve requirement engineering phase and to measure the effectiveness 

of proposed AI technique in requirements engineering. 

1.7 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the study. The background of the problem 

that is studied is provided in this chapter. From the background of the problem, a 

problem statement is issued to find the research gap. Once the research gap is 

identified, research questions are formulated to help to narrow down the study. The 

goals and objectives of the study are established from the research questions. The 

scope of the study is identified so that it will not deviate from the goals and objectives 

of the study. 

Chapter 2 of this study explains more on requirements engineering and 

problems in requirements engineering. Techniques and approaches of AI in 

requirements engineering are analyzed in this chapter. The knowledge-based approach 

is introduced in this chapter. This chapter also presents the systematic literature review 

on requirements engineering. 

Chapter 3 elaborates on the research methodology applied for the study. A 

theoretical framework of the study is presented in this chapter. Data that was used to 

verify and evaluate the proposed approach is defined in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 aims to explain the proposed approach. The design of the approach 

is elaborated in this chapter. A detailed explanation of the proposed approach is 

presented here. The evaluation of this study will be discussed in chapter 5. The result 

will be presented according to the objectives of this study. Chapter 6 will conclude the 

whole study. A summary of the whole study will be explained in this chapter. 
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